The persecution of the Ottoman ShHtes according
to the mühimme defterleri, 1565—1585
By C. H. Imber (Manchester)
Ahmet Refik long ago published a collection of documents1) from
the mühimme defterleri2) on the persecution of heretics in the Ottoman
Empire, which Dr. Hanna Sohrweide used in one section of her excellent study of the Tciziiba§ sect3). The purpose of this article is to supplement Dr. Sohrweide's far more extensive work by using documents
from the mühimme defterleri*) which Ahmet Refik did not publish.
Most of the fermäns in the mühimme defterleri relating to heretics
concern the suppression of the kizilbas sect. Others never label heretics, but accuse them merely of cursing the Orthodox: Caliphs or of
some other act of shl^ite defiance, and it is unclear whether these refer
to ktzüba§ proper. From the Ottoman government's point of view, this
was probably unimportant. To curse the Orthodox Caliphs in itself
amounted to a defiance of the sunnite Ottoman Sultan, and suggested
sympathies with Safavid Persia. In the eyes of the Ottoman authorities, Ebü's-sucüd's distinction between the shi'a and the kizilba^)
would be academic and, in any case, it is virtually impossible to distinguish the various Strands of Ottoman shi'ism*) I have not attempted to do so. The article is about the persecution of the pro-Safavid
elements in the Ottoman state, in particular the ktzilbas. The mühimme
defterleri contain records of the persecution of other heretical sects,
1
) Ahmet Refik, On altinci aairda rafiziUk ve bekta$Uik, 1032. Hereafter refer red to äs AR.
2
) In the Basbakanlik Archives, Istanbul. Hereafter referred to äs MD. The
numbers following represent the volume, page and series numbers.
3
) H. Sohrweide, Der Sieg der JSafaviden in Peraien und seine Rückwirkung
auf die Schiiten Anatoliem im 16. Jahrhundert, Der Islam 41 (1965), 95—223.
4
) I originally intended to collect a wider variety of documentary material,
but restrictions on access to Turkish Archives and restrictions on photocopying
made this impossible.
5
) M.E. Düzdag, $eyhülialdm Ebueauud efendi fetvalan, 110.
e
) For a dißcuesion of the problem, historical and contemporary, seo Irene
Melikoff, leprobleme kizubaj, Turcica 6 (1975), 49—67.
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notably the melämi, but I have not discussed these sects here, since
they showed no ultra-sM'ite leanings nor Safavid sympathiee.
The extent of tti$ peraecutions
Ottoman rule in lowland Iraq between Basra and Mosul, and in the
adjoining province of §ehrizol, had always seemed vulnerable. In the
inarshlands to the south, the Arab Ibn 'Ulayyän had successfully resisted submitting to the Ottomans for thirty years after the occupation
of Basra in 1538. All three provinces of Basra, Baghdad and §ehrizol
bordered on Iran and had previously been Safavid provinces. There
was such a strong shi^ite, and presumably pro-Safavid element in the
population that the beylerbeyi of Baghdad was able to report in 1579
that there was 'no end to the heretics and misbelievers'7) in the province. The beylerbeyüik of Baghdad, moreover, contained the shrines,
particularly sacred to the shi'a, of 'AK at Najaf and of Husayn and
'Abbäs at Karbalä.
Shäh Tahmäsb's patronage of these shrines led the Ottoman authorities to the view, probably correct, that he was using them to focus
populär discontent against the rule of the sunnite Sultan. In 1571, the
beylerbeyi of Baghdad organised the exchange, for Anatolian carpets,
of the Persian carpets in the mausolea, since these were woven with
'names'8), presumably of the Twelve Imäms, with the exclusion of the
first three Caliphs. In 1573, a report reached the Imperial Dlvän in
Istanbul that fifty men received a salary from Persia cto recite continuously, day and night, Noble Suras on behalf of the evil-doing
Shäh'. The practice of shlHte burials at the tomb of 'Abbäs also continued. The fifty Safavid appointees went with Standards from <Abbäs>
shrine to meet the processions from Persia carrying corpses, which
they then paraded around the Holy Places. These practices continued
'with the knowledge of the seyyids, nakibs and mütevelli', for which
the Imperial Divän deemed them 'worthy of capital punishment'
(siyäset). The issue was not an easy one. The Ottoman government
wished to suppress shtfite-Safavid influence in Iraq, while remaining
on good terms with Persia so long äs hostilities continued in the west.
The beylerbeyi of Baghdad accordingly received an extremely difficult
set of instructions. 'Numerous warnings' had already been issued
against the ceremonial parading of corpses. Burial at the slirine of
c
Abbäs could, however, continue, so long äs the corpses were not laid
7

) MD 31.56.142 (20. vii. 1577)
) AR no. 36

8
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'in the direction of their kibla', that is Ardabü9). He was to arrest the
reciters. at the shrines separately and exeeute them separately, each
on a trumped-up Charge. He was, however, cto be extremely careful to
avoid anything which may give offence to Persia'10). Whatever measures he took were not successful. In 1577 there were still people in
the two shrines who received stipends from Persia. The Divän again
ordered the beylerbeyi to exeeute them after accusing them of some
other crime.u)
The Ottoman government did not confine its surveillance to the
shrines, but recognised all Iraq äs an area dissent. The fermän to the
beylerbeyi of Baghdad in 1573 re-iterated previous Orders 'not to bestow fiefs (dirlik) on natives', a practice which had continued despite
'numerous warnings'12), and the authorities kept a check on fief-holders and notables] for signs of heresy. In 1574 '
ceremonies led to
investigations in Mosul. Some time previously, the government had
exiled five seyyids called Mehmed, Murtezä, Käsim, Cemäl and Gälib,
to Filibe (Plovdiv), presumably selecting these men because their claim
to be seyyids would give them a strong influence in the town. However,
by feigning repentance, they received the Divän's permission to reside
in Hismkeyf, on condition that they repented of heresy and no longer
celebrated 'ä§urä. From Hismkeyf, they all returned to Mosul and
coiitinued their old practices. In 1574, the decree of the Divän again
exiled them to Hismkeyf13), at the same time re-imposing a general ban
on the celebration of '
in Mosul14). A year later Mehmed received
permission to return to Mosul, äs investigations by the beylerbeyi of
Diyarbekir had concluded that he was, in fact, 'a Muslim of the sunnite
congregation*16). In November, 1575, one of the kädi*askers drew the
Divän's attention to the case of nine sipahls in Mosul who had 'spoken
words contrary to the sharl'a9. On receiving summonses to appear before the beylerbeyi of ^ehri^ol, all but three disappeared. Investigations
'accordingto theprocedures of the shari'a* proved that these were heretics who had 'cursed and execrated their Lords Abu Bakr, TJmar
and 'Uthmän*. The three men, being of the military class, were to be
bound and sent to Istanbul for the execution of their sentences, while
9

) Elke Eberhardt, Oemanieche Polemik gegen die Safawiden, 101—104
) MD 21.278.659 (26. iv. 1573)
J1
) Ä£D 31.56.142 (20. vii. 1577)
12
) MD 21.278.659 (26. iv. 73)
13
) MD 26.221.627 (18. ix. 1574)
M
) ÄED 26.221.628 (18. ix. 1574)
«) MD 27.119.283 (29. xi. 1575)
10
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sunnites received their fiefs16). Although these commands make it clear
that the accused were shiHtes, they do not necessarily imply that they
adhered to the ktzilba§ sect. The term Tcizilba§ first appears in 1577.
Fear of Persian Infiltration becomes more evident in this year,
when the Ottoman government conducted a search for lcizilba§ and
other shtäte elements within in its realms in anticipation of the war
with Persia planned to beginin the following spring. The beylerbeyi of
Baghdad's investigations in the spring and early summer of 1577 revealed that heretics in the Province were 'countless', and his report
suggests that they found their leadership among fief-holders and other
notables, in particular the bey of the frontier sancak of Darna, a eertain
Kubädgün, son of Mir 'Ömer. He had prevented the passage of merchants between Persia and Baghdad, several times terrified the settled
re*äyä, making them abandon the fields by announcing 'The Persians
have come' (ktztlba§ geldi); he had led astray the Kalhür tribe and kept
in touch with Persia through his agents. The beylerbeyi of Baghdad was
to imprison him while awaiting further instructions and, in the meantime, to appoint a sunnite to the post, if necessary a suitable Slave of
the Porte (südde-yi se'ädetim kullarzndan münäsib olan).17) In the city
of Baghdad itself, two of the notables (a'yän) and za*lms of the city,
Hväce Selmän Ata and Dede Säfi, proved to be Icizilbas who 'spread
their influence throughout the Province of Baghdad' and were 'in league' with the bedouin (aVö6) and Ulus turcomans18). As in Anatolia,
kzzilba§-ism in Iraq appears to have been widespread among the turcoman tribes, but the reference to the Aräbs is more unusual. Presumably any malcontents were willing recruits to the sect. Flirther to
the north, the Tcädl of Kerkük reported the activities of a group of
Tcizilba§ in Däkük considerably more humble than Hväce Selmän Ata
or Dede Säfi. His evidence that they were kzzilbas was typical of many
cases of suspected heresy. 'They have', he reported, 'held mixed gatherings of men, women and girls, ever since Shäh Ismail became Shäh
in Persia, and they have clearly displayed the marks of heresy'. The
reference to Shäh Ismail is interesting. It may be that the simple and
ill-informed k^z^lbas within the Ottoman realms associated Ismail II,
who succeeded to the Safavid throne in 1577, with the great Ismail I,
and drew hope from his accession. The name of the new Shäh may also
have prompted the mission of the false Ismail among the turcoman
16

) MD 27.108.259 (24. xi. 1575)
") MD 31.55.141 (20. vii. 1577)
18
) MD 31.56.142 (20. vii. 1577)
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tribes of south-east and central Anatolia19). The names of the suspects
in Däkük, although the readings are not absolutely certain, also appear
to indicate their faith. Ferah and Receb b. ijiihäb are unexceptional,
but Nasr ed-Din b. <Abd el-Hüseyn, CAK b. <Abd el-'
and Hüseyn
point to shl'ite leanings. The beylerbeyi of §ehrizol was to investigate2').
After 1577, the mühimme defterleri carry few records of the persecution of shtfites in Iraq, but there are clear indications that they
continued. In September, 1578, the sancak beyi of Zakiyya reported
that a gönüllü in Basra was a ktzilbaf1). More indicative, however, is
a criine prevalent in 1582. Certain eintriguers', it seemed, broke into
innocent Muslims' houses leaving a ktzilbas erown (täc) there äs evidence that the householders were heretics. They inmprisoned the vietims without reference to a Tcädl and appropriated their money and
property. That one citizen could summarily imprison another on
suspicion of heresy shows the severity of the persecutions at this time.
The beylerbeyi of Baghdad reeeived a command to prevent this happening, but he could not have been very successful22). Two months
later, the kädl of §ehribän reeeived an order to investigate an identieal incident perpetrated against a sipähi, Rizä ed-Din, which the Tcädl
of Baghdad had reported to Istanbul.23) A general persecution of the
kizilba§ would undoubtedly encourage these incidents.
The evidence from Iraq suggests that the kizilba§ sect had many
adherents in the region, although documents identify shi'ites definitely äs kizüba§ only from 1577. The sect included members of the
provincial 'nobility' — fief-holders, a'yän in the cities and even a sancak beyi. These presumably provided the leadership of the pro-Safavid
sectarians. This is in contrast to the ktzilba§ of Anatolia. These were
villagers and tribesmen, with only a few lesser sipähis among their
numbers. The only other oase of a heretical sancak beyi comes from
Yemen. In 1579, the kädie of Salä, Macdän and cAmma sent the Dlvän
a register noting that Muhammad Beg, the former sancak beyi of Dhamär, had 'cursed the Noble Companions and the Four Chosen Friends'
(qihür yär-i güzlri). This expression, although not strictly accurate,
was Standard in describing shlHtes who cursed the first three Orthodox
Caliphs. Muhammad Beg had furthermore confessed that 'this was the
w

) Soe below

*°) MD 33.91.188 (25.xi.1577)
«) MD 35.269.680 (29. ix. 1578)
22
) MD 46.348.801 (27. ii. 1582)
») MD 47.44.112 (4. iv. 1582)
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Way of his ancestors'.2*) There was no Suggestion that he was a kizilba§. If he was a native of Yemen, he is more likely to have followed the
Zaydi sect.
Outside Iraq the kizilbag sect flourished mainly in south-east and
central Anatolia. There are no reports from Teke in the south-west,
the starting point of Sah Kuh's revolt of 1511—12, and a former
hotbed of heresy. Selim Fs eradication of heretics in the area must
have been successful.
In south-east Anatolia in early 1570, the sancak beyi and kädi of
'Ayntäb arrested a certain Mehmed from a village in that kazä, who
had 'cursed their Lords 'Umar and TJthmän', but not, apparently,
Abu Bakr. The Divän reeeived the report via one of the kädi'askers
and ordered the heretic's execution.25) There is no statement that he
was specifically a kizilba§. However, a report from Ruhä (Urfa) of 1574
definitely refers to a k^z^lba§ group. The kädi of Ruhä reported that a
certain §ähvirdi son of Baba Ho§ and his son Ho§ were 'heretics in
contact with Persia'. They collected offerings (nezir) and sacrifices
(kurbäri) from the villages of Ruhä and Siverek and took them to
Persia. Furthermore, ^ähvirdi's father had been executed äs a halife
of Shäh Ismä'il. The 'former beylerbeyi of Diyärbekir, Hüseyn, had
investigated this type of heretic in äccordance with the Noble Command' and, during the course of his investigations, ordered that the
alay beyi of Ämid, Piyäle, escort these two to exile on Cyprus. However, they escaped and continued their 'eviland seditious practices'.
The beylerbeyi of Diyärbekir and kädi of Ruhä were to investigate the
case and imprison the two men, sending a report to the Divän.2*)
Further to the west, the general investigations of 1577 revealed a
group of kizilbas in the kazä of Kusun near Tarsus. In September of
that year, the Divän reeeived the kädi's report on the activities of a
certain Kör Tatar, who efor a long time' had been a kizilbag halife. He
and his companions had revealed themselves by egathering for their
false rites with women outside the permitted degrees*. The kädi was
to investigate whether this was true, and whether Kör Tatar was in
contact with Persia. If so, he was to be arrested, accused of some other
crime and executed.27) It must have been the kädi's report which reached the Divän by January, 1578. The command, addressed to the
M

) MD 40.301.693 (16. xi. 1579)
) MD 9.30.83 (2. iii. 1570)
2e
) MD 26.176.474 (24. ix/1574)
27
) MD 30.306.707 (21. ix. 1577)
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sancak beyi of Tarsus and kädl of Kusun, refers to the kädi's having
sent a copy of a register reporting on a certain Nur Baba. This is
most likely Kör Tatar. The same command later refers to him äs the
the 'aforenamed Tatar', and clerical error or 'correction' could easily
change jlto jjT to (A* jy. This man, a member of the Tokuz tribe
(cemä'at) in the kazä of Kusun, was a kizilba§ who had begun to
practise publicly cthe false rite' previously held in %secret. Further investigation proved him, On the evidence of many unprejudiced Muslims' to have about a thousand followers in the area. The Divän issued
the same instruetions for sentencing äs previously.28) The reference to
the Tokuz tribe suggests a turcoman following.29)
It was among the kizilba§ turcomans of south-east Anatolia that
the only insurrection of these years began; and this was a minor incident in comparison with the revolts of §äh Kuli, Celäli or the other
rebellions of the first decades of the Century. In June-July, 1578, the
Dwän received a report from the kädl of Elbistan that a man elaiming
to be Shäh Ismail had appeared among the §am Bayadi federation
of tribes. He had, the kädl reported, come from the lowlands of Syria
(<Arabistän), collected about two hundred horsemen and begun to
practise highway robbery. He travelled westwards, killing beasts for
sacrifice at Eshäb el-kehf,30) then in Bozok where he had a hatife, and
at Hacci Bekta§. The beylerbeyi of Zulkadr had further confirmed that
the turcomans were robbing travellers and stripping them naked,31)
adding that the departure of the sipahis on the Persian campaign had
lefb the province defenceless. The Dlvän therefore commanded the
sancak beyi of the Turcomans (Türkmän sancak beyi) to remain in the
province with the sipähfe and U en's32) and, on the same date, despatched Orders to the sancak beyis of eAyntäb, Bozok and Kir§ehri to
capture and execute the false Ismail, or anyone elaiming to be his
hallfe. They could act independently or in co-operation.33)
») ) 33.221.452 (17. i. 1578)
) The appropriate tahrir register should yield further Information on this
question. Restrictions on access and micro-filming prevented my using tliis or
any other lahrir regißter.
so
) Soe Evliyä ^lebi, Seyahatnäme, IX, 328—333. Whüe disoussing Eshäb
el-kehf near Tarsus, Evliyä remarks that a place in Elbistan is wrongly called
by this name. The Eshäb el-kehf referred to here is presumably the one in Elbistan. For this site in Elbistan, and others associated with the seven sleepers see
F. W. Hasluck, Öhriatianüy and Islam under the SuUana, 310f
31
) Cf. incidents in Yasar Kemal's novel, Ince Memet.
«) MD 32.206/7.392
«) MD 32.207.393
2Ö
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Both commands bear the date 2 Cemäziyelewel 986/7 July 1578.
The report must have taken about a week to reach Istanbul from
Elbistan and must therefore date from the end of June. By this time,
the false Ismä'il had already reaohed Hacci Bekta§ and so presumably
had arrived in Elbistan in May. A command to the sancak beyi of
Bozok, dated 20 Cemäziyelewel 986/25 July 1578 includes a letter
from that sancak beyi with the Information that the false Ismail had
travelled with the spring migration of the Kemerlü and j»U ^ tribes
from Syria to Elbistan.34) This must have been in April-May.
By the middle of July he had a large following among the tribes
of Bozok. A haUfe called Yünus had collected a band of followers in
one of the summer pastures of Yeni ll, intending to lead a revolt on
his behalf. However, the kädl of Yeni ll heard of the assembly, and a
surprise attack dispersed the rebels. The Divän then ordered the sancak beyi of Bozok, the kädl of the Turcomans and the kädl of Yeni ll to
summon the tribal ehiefs (cemä^at ba§i) and kethüdäs and demand the
deliverance of the false Ismail.35) The command was an impossible
one. The only success which the authorities had so far scored against
the recalcitrant tribesmen was the capture of one of Ismä^Ps hallfes,
a certain Hur§idoglu Hüseyn, and then only after fierce fighting. The
Dlvän decreed his execution,36) but this did nothing to quell the rebellion which continued during August and September. By 4 September,
1578, the Dlvän had heard that the Izlü, Ri§vän, E§känlu, Solaklu,
§eyh Hüseynlü, Soydanlu, Egerböklü, Adaklu, Kala9aklu, Bezki,
Qakalu, Mihrimän, Karasäz and Kömürlü tribes in the sancak of Malatya were sending offerings to the false Ismä'il. A captive called Mehmed had been despatched to Istanbul and claimed to the Dlvän that he
knew the individuals responsible for sending offerings. The Dlvän returned him bound and fettered to the sancak beyi of Malatya, who was
to use him äs an informant in the pursuit of heretics. Anyone whom
the sancak beyi arrested and proved, with the assistance of the kädls
of the appropriate region, to have sent offerings to the false Ismä'il,
was to be executed.37) There is, however, no evidence to show whether
or not he was successful in his pursuit.
The false Ismä'il himself continued to evade capture. The Dlvän
heard that he had disappeared in Bozok where 'he had led many people
34

) MD 35.174.446
) MD 35.174. 444—445
se
) MD 35.169.433 (25. vii." 1578)
87
) MD 35.188.473 (4. ix. 1578)
8
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astray' and, on 18 September, re-iterated its command to the sancak
beyi to arrest him and those known to be his haUfe.*8) Two months
laterhe was still at large, despite fresh Information which the authorities had acquired. The sancak beyi of Bozok had eventually succeeded
in capturing Yünus hallfe, who described the false Ismäcil äs being
tall, blue-eyed, with a thick blonde beard and long locks. He spoke
Persian. He had spent the previous winter with the >ISL-I tribe in its
winter pastures and stayed, presumably after the spring migration, on
the j^ summer-pasture, probably in Yeni ll. He lived with the
household of a certain Mehmed, know äs Marca§oglu, a dweller on the
Plain of <Amik, a probable reference to the winter quarters of his tribe.
He had a number of eompanions from the Tatar 'Alilü turcomans. In
the autumn he had travelled with the seasonal migrations fromMalatya to the lowlands of Aleppo. Here the äutorities missed their chance.
He feil into the captivity of a certain Yalava§oglu, before this man's
uncle had him released, when he disappeared across the Euphrates.
This time the beylerbeyi of Baghdad received the command to arrest
him39) and was äs unsuccessful äs the others who had tried. In December 1578-January 1579, he was 'sowing sedition' among the Kurd Beglü tribe of the Boz Ulus federation. The kädi of Ulus reported that
he had gathered many of the tribesmen in readiness to flee to Persia
through the province of Baghdad. The sancak beyi of Ulus' men had been
unable to disperse the gathering. He was hardly in a position, therefore, to carry out the Divän's command to seize the ringleaders and
make them deliver the false Ismail for execution.40) In fact, three
week's later, the Dlvän despatched another command, almost identical with the one which the beylerbeyi of Baghdad had received, to the
beylerbeyi of Diyärbekir to arrest the troublemaker.41) Thereafter the
false Ismail disappears from the records.
Yünus hatife's Statement is the only clue to the false Ismä'ü's identity. Since he appears to have spoken Persian, he may well have come
fipom Iran, perhaps originally äs a Safavid agent. His aim may have
been to divert the Ottoman war effort by fomenting trouble in Anatolia. Furthermore, the kädi of Ulus' report that many of his followers
had 'gathered to go to Persia' (ktzilba§a... )42) suggests, if it is correct,
38

) MD 35.233.583 (18. ix. 1678)
**) MD 35.391.997 (8. xii. 1679)
*') MD 36.14.41 (5. i. 1579)
") MD 36.42.148 (26. i. 1579)
**) MD 36.14.41
17 IfilamLVI, Heft2
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that he may have intended to gather tribesmen for the Safavid armies.
However, if this is so, bis outright declaration of am the Shäh43) or
his followers' claim of 'This is Shäh Ismä?!'44) was a betrayal of Safavid interests. He may have come äs an agent, but acted from the beginning in his own interests, wh'atever they may have been. Without
further evidence the question of his origins and motives must remain
unsolved. The episode of the false Ismä*!! revealed the weakness of
the kzzilba§ sect in Anatolia äs an effective Opposition to Ottoman rule
and äs an effective Safavid fifth-column. While the Tcizilba^ may have
proclaimed infinite allegiance to the Shäh,40) they had little idea of
who or where the Shäh actually was, and some at least were able to
accept an imposter apparently without question. Moreover, the rebellion had no obvious objective beyond plunder and eventually petered
out for these reasons, rather than through the effective action of the
Ottoman authorities. In this it had much in common with the more
serious uprisings earlier in the Century.
The false Ismail gathered many followers in central Anatolia.
This area, comprising the province of Rum and adjoining areas in
the provinces of Erzurum, KLaraman and Anadolu had always had a
large concentratioh of kizilba§. It had been the scene of insurrections
earlier in the Century, and the fact that there had been no major
disturbances in it since Kalenderoglu's uprising in 1527 suggests that,
thereafter, the Ottoman government kept äs close a check äs possible
on the region. There are spasmodic records of the persecution of the
kizilbas population in the 1560's and 1570?s leading to the expected
general investigation in 1577.
In 1565, the beylerbeyi of Rum received Orders to banish a group of
kzzilba§ to Hungary, but to execute any who travelled to Persia with
offerings.46) The next group of records dates from 1568, the year before
the unsuccessful Don-Volga expedition. Since one obvious goal of this
project was to make possible a sea and river-borne attack on Persia,
bypassing the barely penetrable uplands of Armenia and Azerbaijän,
it seems likely that the Ottoman authorities would have investigated
kizilba§ groups in preparation for war with Persia. From the kazä of
Hüseynabad in Bozok came the report that certain persons refused to
attend the Friday prayer in order to avoid hearing the hutbe in the
«) MD 36.14.41 et al.
") MD 36.42.128 et al.
4B
) See, for examples, the pbems of Pir Sultan Abdal.
46
) Hanna Sohrweide, op.cit., 192
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Sultan's name or the names of the first three Caliphs. Among them
was a sipäU who had also refused to secure 'provisions for CaSa', that
is for the Don-Volga campaign. The sancak beyi of Bozok was to investigate and imprison the non-attenders at the Friday prayer and give
the sipähi's timar to someone eise.47) In the same year, the sancak beyi
of Amasya received Orders secretly to execute, by drowning or any
other method, a kzztlbas halife called Süleymän fakih and his followers, attributing to them another crime, such äs brigandry or robbery.48)
The title fafäh, here and in later documents, suggests a tribal or village imam.49) In November of the same year, the sancak beyi's report
from Kangiri (Qankiri) described the activities of a certain Kü9Ük 'Ali
who cwent back and forth from Persia and led many astray'. He had
admitted his connection with Persia before the shan'a court, but refused to repent. Furthermore, 'Muslims' had reported mixed gatherings of men and women who 'led one another astray', an obvious
reference to kizilba§ ceremonies. The Dlvän ordered the sancak beyi
to execute Kü9ük cAli and investigate the others.50)
There are no further records until August, 1571, when the Dlvän
issued a command, apparently one of a series, to the kädis of Budaközi,
Yüzdepare, and Hüseynabad, to arrest twelve ktzilba§ who had remained at large 'plundering Muslims' goods and molesting their families.'51) Earlyin the following year the kädi of Koyluhisar reported the
case of a sipähi and others in the same village who were ktzilbas.
These had 'cursed the Four Friends' in the presence of a certain Esref
JiaHfe of the tat Community (tat cemä'ati). The meaning of tat in this
context is not clear. It is just possible that it could refer to a Persian
settled in a Turkish Community62) and, if this is so, E§ref could have
been a Safavid missionary. The kädl reported further that these heretics had sent their wives' silver rings and bracelets äs offerings to
Persia. 'Disinterested Muslims' had testified to the truth of the report,
despite the heretics' denials, and they were to be sent bound to Istanbul.63) 1572 also saw the investigation of a zäviye in the Niksar region,
*7) AR no. 33.
) AB no. 29.
Ä
) Evliyä Colobi, op.cü. III, 172, in a note on the language of the turcomans
(der beyän liaün-i türkmäni) gives faki (a corruption of faklh ?) äs the turcoman
word for imam. The title also appears in village names in tahnr registers.
50
) MD 7.896.2464 (5. ». 1568)
«) MD 12.457.880 (19. viü. 1671)
52
) See Encyclopaedia of Islam (first edition), Tat' (V. Minorsky).
M
) MD 10.189.279 (21. üi. 1672)
48

17*
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whoso $eyh and his associates were reported to be kizilbaq. They had,
however, disappeared when summoned to the ahari'a court, which is
hardly surprising, since the beylerbeyi (of Rum or Erzurum?) had
'killed their brother Erzraän because he was on the kizilba§ register'.
It is not certain whether this register (sürhser defteri) "was a list of suspects belonging to the Ottoman authorities, such äs undoubtedly
existed, or a register whieh a hallje had made of the sect's adherents
in the district and which had subsequently come to the notice of the
beylerbeyi. The kädl was to find and arrest them and send them to
the galleys.54)
The mühimme defterleri do not record further persecutions imtil
1576, when the beylerbeyi of Rum was to seize heretical books from
Persia in the possession offakihs of the Haman (?) tribe (tä*ife). There
were originally forty in the possession of Veli fakih. Four were seized,
but Veli had subsequently died and the remaining books were in trust
with his nephew, Nesim fakih. The beylerbeyi was to seize the books
and send them and the person in whose possession they were found, to
Istanbul.66) This is the only case of books äs a medium of kzzilbas propaganda at this period, and it is unlikely that such works were in wide
circulation. Only the presumably literate tribal and village fakihs could
relay their Contents to the illiterate followers of the movement. In the
autumn of 1576, the Dlvän smelt 'the possibility of sedition', when it
received a report that a Seyfi son of Seyyid Sitäm was a heretic. His
claim to be a seyyid would no doubt enhance his esteem in the eyes of
his followers. He had built a tekke On the site of the houses of Celäli
who had previously instigated a revolt from the village of j^ in the
kazä of Bozok'. The reference is probably to the Celäli who had proclaimed himself mahdl and led a revolt in 1519—20. The Dlvän ordered
the sancak bey'i of Bozok and the kädls of Akdag and Hüseynabad to
investigate the tekke and its visitors.66)
The records in the mühimme defterleri of persecution between 1565
and 1576 appear to be incomplete, äs some of the entries contain references to decrees67) which ought to, but do not appear in the volumes.
54

)MD 19.176.370; AK no. 39.
) MD 27.399.958; for further details of the case see AR no. 47 (10. xii. 1576)
6e
) MD 28.308.772 (29. x. 1576)
57
) e.g. MD 12.457.880 contains the phrase Tiaklarindan gelinmesine ahkäm
verilmegin
('since commands have been issued for their punishment/execution....') Many others have similar phrases, but the decrees referred to are
not in the mühimme defterleri.
5
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Nor, of course, do they record the local initiatives of sancak beyis,
kädis or others, but only such business äs came before the Divän. They
do, however, leave the Impression of a continuing, if sporadic investigation of the kizilba§. They also make it clear that the search for heretics became intensive in 1577, the year before the attack on Persia,
culminating with the despatch early in 1578, of a spy called Kara
Ya'küb to Eüm 'for the effective arrest of those people in the region
known äs ktzilbaf™) The same Kara Ya'küb had been pursuing kizilba§ in the area a year previously.69)
The pre-war perseeution began in Bozok. At the beginning of 1577,
the sancak beyi of Bozok received a decree to 'examine and report on
certain eorrupters who practise the kizilba§ rite, rebel against and curse
the Chosen Companions, receive ofiferings and travel to Persia'. The
ensuing investigation revealed, on the testimony of 'Muslims of orthodox piety', that twenty-six: villagers were k^z^lba§ of several generations standing. The government was determined to be rid of them,
decreeing that they should be executed, but that those whose crimes
eould not be 'proven according to the
' ', should suffer exile to
Cyprus.60) In June, the beylerbeyi of Rum investigated and reported
on two men from Sivas called Veled-i Babayi61) and Pir civän, who
not only collected alms and offerings and took them to Persia but were
said to provide the Persians with information.62) It seems most likely
that the Persians would seek military and political information from
their adherents in Anatolia, but it is questionable whether these men,
usually peasants or nomads, would have been suitably informed. In
October, the Divän received a report from the bey of the frontier sancak
of Ispir, revealing that the Persians were sending emissaries, to Qorum
in particular, who were making a register of kizilba§ adherents. This
was a signal for the Divän to re-iterate its general command to arrest
and execute all heretics w)io were in contact with Persia, 'attributing
to them some other crime'. The order went out to the beylerbeyis of
Eüm, Karamän and Marca§.63) Further reports reached the Divän towards the end of the year. In November, the Viziers heard from the
atfa of the fortress of Hims, near the frontier, that twenty of the Qepni
«) MD 33.221.451 (17. i. 1578)
») AB no. 47 (10. xü. 1576)
60
) MD 30.207.488 (30. iv. 1677)
61
) Is the name Babayi an indication of the survival of the Baba'i sect in
the region and its absorption by the kizüba? ?
«*) MD 31.13.32 (14. vi. 1577)
tt
) MD 31.360.709 (16. x. 1577)
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tribe64) had infiltrated the garrison and were 'leading astray' the fortress guards. Some of these had 'come from the east' and all had relatives in Persia ( ? kizilba$ *ammisi ve tayisi). The beylerbeyi of Erzurum
was to send a detailed report and await a fermän giving further instructions.66)
The Infiltration of Qepnis may have been an initiative of the Persian
government, despite its difficulties following the death of Shäh Tahmäsb. The Persians certainly did despateh missionaries to Anatolia.
In 1577, one of these came from Kazvin to the town of Kastamonu,
in an area with a large kizilba§ population,66) and 'led many from the
true faith' before his capture and execution. According to the sancdk
beyi, however, he still had many followers, whose execution cthe people
of the province' were requesting. In September, the Dlvän ordered the
sancdk beyi to imprison and send a detailed register on 'those infidels
whose exeeution the sharl'a does not require'.67)
In December, the sancdk beyi of Karahisar-i §arki's report reached
Istanbul, that many of the Kurds in the region had embraced the
kizilba§ creed, held their assemblies in the villages, and practised theft
and brigandry. Most of the villages in question were on free (serbest)
lands, so that the sancdk beyi's men could not enter. He was therefore
to seek the permission of the holders of free-land (serbest sahibleri) to
enter their domains and arrest the miscreants, whom he was to 'punish
according to the shan*a9. The unusual feature of this report is that it
was Kurds rather than turcoman tribesmen who had adopted the
k^z^lba§ creed. In the reign of Selim I, the co-operation of the sunnite
Kurdish emlrs had facilitated the expulsion of the Safavids from
eastern Anatolia. However, if the sancdk beyi's report is accurate, the
practical consequences of the .doctrine were the same äs in the case
of the turcomans: a signal to practise 'theft and brigandry5, and to
plunder the settled populations, leaving the 're'äyä and beräyä helpless and powerless'.68)
The campaign against Persia opened in 1578 and, although there are
fewer records from this year than from the previousone, it is perfectly
clear that the geheral persecution of the kizilbas in Rum continued.
In January, the spy Kara Ya^üb arrived to investigate kizilbas adherents. At the same time, the beylerbeyi of Rum received instructions
w

) See Encyclopaedia of Islam (second edition), Öepni (F. Sümer)
) MD 30.222.514 (24. xi. 1577)
6e
) See AR nos. 32, 35
67
) MD 30.306.707 (8. xii. 1577)
68
) MD 33.128.258 (8. xii. 1577)

65
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to arrest those on Kara Ya'küb's list and imprison them on some other
pretext.69) The beylerbeyi of Rum provided further evidence of the
extent of the investigations when he enquired of the Dlvän how to
punish arrested k^z^lbas. The answer was that he was to execute 'those
called haUfes' and exile the others to Cyprus 'cutting öS all contact
with their homes and families'.70) In November, 1579, he again acknowledged the receipt of a command to 'search out and execute heretics,
especially those in contact with Persia'. He had, in the meantime,
arrested four suspects from Havza who, apart from their heresy, had
co-operated with the rebel suhtas71) in brigandry 'plundering Muslims'
money and property'. They had, however, escaped from prison and,
on recapture, claimed that they were subject to victimisation with a
view to the confiscation of their property. Furthermore, he reported
that the campaign in the east had rendered further investigation of
the kizilbas impossible, and forwarded a copy of the register about the
four suspects from Havza. The Dlvän simply decreed that they and
other such heretics should receive punishment 'according to the
The suthorities made a bigger haul in 1579. In February, the Dlvän
received the kädl of Kur§unlu's report that "ulemä and pious men' in
the district had reported the activities of four men in the village of
Bahaeddin who were heretics in contact with Persia, and sent offerings to the Shäh. They 'cursed the Four Friends' and 'in the silence of
the night, assembled their women and made them play the <?e§te9.7Z)
On the same day, 14 February, 1579, the Dlvän dealt with another
report, this time from the kädl of Sivas, that the Ustaclu tribe were
sheltering one of their number, a certain Mahmud hcdife, whom the kädl
was to arrest and imprison. The Ustaclu was one of the tribes which
had supported the Safavid rise to power. The kädl at the same time
reported the imprisonmei^t of six other heretics.74) There also appear,
äs in Iraq, to have been cases of wrongful arrest which came to the
notice of the central government, since in 1579, the sancak beyi of
Bozok received Orders to release prisoners who, on investigation, had
proved to be sunnites.1*)
*) MD 33.221.451 (17. i. 1578)
70
) MD 33.204.413 (17. i. 1578)
71
) For an account of the suhta rebellious, see M. Akdag, Cdah isyanlan.
72
) MD 35.366.931 (17. xi. 1578)
73
) This Instrument was used in the ceremonies of the abddls at Seyyid Gazi.
See AR no. 42
*«) MD 36.61.185 (14. ii. 1579)
7Ä
) MD 36.164.450 (5. iv. 1579)
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Shortly after the report on Mahmud hallfe reached the capital, he
was captured, but soon escaped along with two others from Hüseynabad whom 'unprejediced Muslims* had testified to be evil men. On receiving this report from the beylerbeyi of Rum, the Dlvän despatched
a decree, dated 24th May, to the sancak bayi of Bozok for the re-arrest
and imprisonment of Mahmud and the two others. He was to make
and send a register of their case.76) A decree of the same date Orders
the beylerbeyi of Rum to exeeute four persons imprisoned at Artikabad
for being kzzzlba§ in contact with Persia.77)
The spy, Kara Ya'küb; meanwhile continued his activities. A
letter from the defter kethüdäsi (of Rum ?) to the Dlvän acknowledged
the receipt, via Kara Ya'küb, of a command to 'capture evil-doers who
are in contact with Persia', and reported the capture and imprisonment of some of these. He had forwarded separate Information about
others. Kara Ya'küb had informed the defter kethüdasi and the kädi
of Artikabad of the case of&sipähi called Ibrahim who was 'sheltering
some of the miscreants in his house'. Despite his denial, a searchinhis
house had led to the capture and imprisonment of several. Ibrahim,
however, persisted in aiding 'those who are in contact with Persia',
by hiding them and giving them money. The defter kethüdäsi and the
kädi of Artikabad were to arrest and exeeute him if any charge could
be proven.78) .In October, 1579, the kädi of Artikabad acknowledged a
fermän 'publicly and secretly to investigate heretics in contact with
Persia'. At the same time he was able to reveal the details of a kizilbag
Organisation. He had succeeded in arresting a ktzzlba§ hallfe, called
Mansür son of Emir 'Ali, and in summoning others from the same village to the sharl*a court. According to Mansür, four men called Maksüd, Ismail, Hasan and Hasan hallfe gathered in his house, where
they delivered 1,500 filoris — a large sum for a village — to a certain
§ah Bende,79) the agent of Emir 'Ali hallfe who was in Persia. They
also gave him a name-register of 3,000 kizilbaq in Bozok and the kazäs
of Tokat and Artikabad. §ah Bende had taken these and gone to Persia in disguise. Swords and kaffcans would come from Persia to all
hallfes who were to gather at Akdag. Two of the villagers, called Mehmed and §ah 'Ali, while denying their own complicity, witnessed that
the people of the village were related to Emir 'Ali who was in Persia,
7e

) MD 36.280.736 (24. v. 1579)
") MD 36.280.735 (24. v. 1579)
78
) MD 36.285.750 (24. v. 1579)
7Ö
) Cf. the name §ah Kuh
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and were 'heretics in contact with Persia'. The Icädis of Artikabad and
Zile were to investigate further and execute proven heretics, sending
a report when this had been done.80)
After 1579, the number of fermäns concerned with the persecution
of the ktzilba$ decreases. In fact there are fewer than in the pre-war
period, but they are sufficient to suggest considerable activity both
among the kzzilba§ and among government spies. The first concerns an
individual case. The kädl of Sivas' deputy and the kädl of Divrigi
acknowledged the receipt of a command to investigate a Qepni Mehmed
who was a (ktztlba§ in contact with Persia'. They reported that he had
disappeared. The beylerbeyi of Rum and kädl of Sivas were to arrest
and examine him and send a register with the details.81)
A second command of August, 1581, to the sancak beyi and kädl
of Amasya and a number of kädls in Rum is more sweeping. It Orders
a general investigation of kzztlba§ in the towns and villages of the region and lists ways of identifing the heretics. Firstly, 'they curse and
revile the Four Chosen Friends'. This in itself was enough to identify a
shl^ite and could carry the death penalty,82) but shlHte tendencies were
not a monopoly of the ktztlba§. Secondly, 'they openly address Muslims with the words "Yezid geldi'Y Again, the identification of the
sunmtes, especially the sunnite authorities with Yazid was common to
all shl'ite groups. Thirdly, £they assemble at night, bringing wives and
daughters to their assemblies, where they have disposal of one another's wives and daughters'. This accusation of sexual immorality appears to be a caricature of kizilbas ceremonies in which both sexes
participated.83) The same accusations occur in contemporary reports
of the secret activities of the mdämls in Bosnia.84) Fourthly, 'they
know neither prayer nor fasting'. This rejection of orthodox incumbencies was, again, not peculiar to the kizilba§. Similar accusations
occur, for example, in the^records of the trial of Oglan §eyh in 1528,85)
and in VähidTs account of the beliefs of the abdals of Rum.86) Fifthly,
'they never call their sons Abu Bakr, TJmar or TJthmän and, since
w

) MD 40.212.479 (19. x. 1579), AK no. 52, H. Sohrweide, op.cit., 191—192
) MD 43.33.70 (29. iv. 1580)
») MD 9.80.83 (see above); MD 52.99.239 (see below)
M
) See lefam Aneiklopediei, Kizilba? (A. Gölpinarli)
M
) MD 47.185.403 (27. vi. 1582), MD 48.151.419 (4. xi. 1582)
85
) Sumrnarised in M. Akdag, Türkiye'nin iktisadi ve ictimai tariM, 2, p.
48—49
*) Vähidi, Hvace-yi cihän (ed. T. Yazici, in introduction to Menäkib-i
CemQl ed-Dln Säm.)
81
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none of them bears these names, it is clear that they are heretics'.
Government spies in Denizli in 1567 had reported that the dervishes
in the zäviye of Saru Baba did not allow bearers of these names to
enter the zäviye**) All these 'marks of misbelief' the kizilba§ had in
common with various other heretical groups. What distinguished them
was their association with Persia and allegiance to the Shäh. The list
of 'marks' goes on to say that 'those known äs haUfe bring boots and
clothes from Persia, from the Shäh!'. Another feature, peculiar to the
k^z^lba§ which the fermän does not mention, was the possession ofthe
kizilba§ crown. The decree mentions further two halifes, Celäl and Resül, who 'held assemblies and were beginning to sow sedition and rebellion'. The Dlvän despatched a certain Ahmed qavus to conduct the
investigations. Heretics were to be imprisoned and the facts reported.
The Dlvän would then issue a command with further instmctions.88)
The final two records are from the Qorum area. The first, dated
September, 1584, commands the kädls of Qorum and Göl to investigate six lcizilba§ suspects from the kazä of Qorum, to imprison them
and send a report if the charges were proven.89) The second suggests a
more serious possibility of insurrection. In the late summer of 1585,
the defterdär of Rum (hizäne-yi 'ämiremin Rum cänibi defterdäri) sent
a report to the Dlvän about a certain §eyh Hayder in a village near
Amasya. Apparently, the 'people of Amasya5 had sent an agent to
inform on §eyh Hayder who, after a long absence, had re-appeared
and was holding assemblies in the kizilbas villages in the area. Here he
had announced
was with the Shäh. I 'have undertaken to raise
40,000 men from this region. Be ready at once! The Shäh shall come
to this region!' and was apparently on the point of revolt. However,
Ahmed qavu§, a gavu§ of the Porte employed in the Treasury of Rum
(hizäne-yi Rüm)*Q) with the alay beyi of Amasya and a force of thirty
men captured §eyh Hayder in his village. They fought off an armed
attack by his followers from the surrounding villages and imprisoned
him in the fortress of ^Jorum. After his capture, a large group of 'unprejudiced Muslims' witnessed that §eyh Hayder was the haUfe ofthe
kzzilba§ in Qorum and Bozok who each year took his followers' offerings
to the Shäh. It was rumoured that this year he planned to instigate
an armed rebellion of 40,000 men. His father, §eyh Tuzi, had also been
87

) AR no. 19; H. Sohrweide, op.cit., 189
) MD 42.123.420 (28. viii. 1581); AR no. 53
89
) MD 53.145.419 (1. ix. 1.584)
90
) Probably the same Ahmed 9avu§ äs the one who had arrived in Rum four
years previously to investigate k^z^tt)a§ aotivities in the province.
88
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a ktztlba§ whose heresy had led to bis execution. The Dlvän ordered
§eyh Hayder's execution.91)
The kizilbag sect seems hardly to have affected western Anatolia.
In 1579, the Dlvän issued a command to the kädis of Ala§ehir and
Kestel92) and to the sancak beyi of Aydin for the arrest and examination of two brothers and their cousin in the kazä of Kestel who had
'cursed the Four Friends' and 'insulted Muslims'. It does not specify
that they were ktzilba§.9*) A decree of 1583 orders the beylerbeyi of
Anadolu, the müfti of Karahisar — presumably Karahisar-i sähib
(Afyon), — and the kädis of Karahisar and Bolvadin to arrest two
escaped eriminals, condemned to the galleys for brigandry and denouncing innocent Muslims to the ehl-i ^rf in order to seize their money.
Furthermore, one of them, calledÜmür i§ik, was a 'kizilbag who committed foul aets contrary to the «AanV.94) In this ease, the term
kzztlba§, like the term tytk, may refer to a heretic in general, rather
than to a true kizilbag.
The methods of persecution

The fermäns registered in the mühimme defterleri are obviously a
poor source for following the arrests, trials and punishment of heretics.
Although they often contain summaries of kädis* registers or letters
from various provincial authorities, they are essentially commands for
future actions rather than accounts of what action has in fact been
taken. Furthermore, the stereotyped language of the commands suggests that the Dlvän did not concern itself too closely with the procedures of persecution. It wanted the suppression of heresy by whatever
means.
The authorities had, in the first place, to procure information about
the heretics and, to do this, they obviously employed a network of
spies and informers. The "beys and Icädis who received instructions to
search out kmlba§ suspects could not have done this personally, and
the use in some commands of such formulae äs have commanded
that their circumstances be secretly investigated'95) or '... my Imperial Command concerning secret and public investigations'96) suggests
el

) MD 58.268.683 (8. ix. 1585)
) In thö sancak of Aydin, not present-day Gürsü, also called Kestel.
w
) MD 47.257.694 (3. xi. 1579)
M
) MD 52.126.317 (14. xi. 1583)
'*) MD 31.13.32
M
) MD 40.212.479
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the use of spies. The Dlvän, in fact, openly described Kara Yacküb
who fconducted investigations in Rum äs a spy (cäsüs).97) However, the
scale of perseation, in Rum in particular, indicates that there must
have been others, probably locally rather than centrally employed.
Voluntary testimony of sunnite Muslims supplemented spies' reports and, indeed, informers must have flourished in the increasingly
tense atmosphere of the persections. In 1568, 'Muslims brought Information' to the sancak beyi of Kangin about kizilba§ gatherings.98)
The kädl of Ruhä claimed in 1574 that 'the people of Ruhä were complaining bitterly' about a group of kzzzlba§99) According to the sancak
beyi of Kastamonu, it was the people of Kastamonu who demanded
an investigation of the executed Persian missionary's followers.100) In
Kur§unlu in 1579, a group of e<ulemä and pious men' came, apparently
voluntarily, to the shan'a court to denounce kizilbas in the kazal·01)
and similarly^ in 1585, it was the 'people of Amasya' who sent an agent
to report on the activities of §eyh Hayder.102) A case occurred in 1575
where a kädl's register forwarded to the Dlvän records the case of
ktzilbag sipäMs whom a certain Häcci Käsim had denounced before
the beylerbeyi of §ehrizol 'in accordance with the command and noble
fetvä (?)' (...näm kimesneler nämesrü* kelimät ederler deyü Häcci
Käsim näm emrile ve fetvä-yi §enf mücebince säbikä Sehrizol beglerbegisinin önünde da'vä ettiginde).IQ*) Were the 'command and fetvä'
sanctions for informers ? The occurence of false accusations of innocent
people104) is another indication that the authorities made use of informers.
Information on kizilbag activities normally reached the Dlvän
through letters from beylerbeyis, sancak beyis or kädls, or through copies
offeewZis'registers(süret-i sicil), which these forwarded to the käd^askers.105) There were occasionally other inforrnants, such äs the aga of
the fortress of Hinis.106) In many of its decrees the Divän does not disclose its source of Information, but merely concludes the narratio forming the first section of the decree with formulae such äs 'since it has
97

) MD 36.285.750
) MD 7.896.2454
") MD. 26.175.474
10
°) MD 30.283.658
101
) MD 36.61.184
102
) MD 58.268.683
10
?) MD 27.108.259
104
)MD 21.18.58; MD 46.348.801; MD 47.44.112
105
) MD 19.176.370
loe
) MD 30.222.514
98
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' (istimä*olunmagtn) or 'since it has been announced ...'

(i*läm olunmatftri).

Occäsionally the government despatched commissioners (müfetti§t
mübä§ir) to conduct the persecution of kizilba§ communities. In 1572,
a certain Mehmed $avu§ travelled to Koyluhisar äs a miifettig to summon a group of kizilba§ in the kazä.lm)
1581, a
of the Porte,
called Ahmed $avu§ went to Amasya, where the kädls of the area
were to examine heretics in their kazäs 'under his supervision' (mäbä§eretiyle).m) Similarly, in 1583, the kädl of Harsova received Orders to
re-arrest and execute, under the supervision (mübä§eretiyle) of a qavus
of the Porte called Biläl, an escaped heretic or, if he could not be found,
his protector.109) In most cases, however, the investigations remained
in the hands of the kädls, sancak beyis and beylerbeyis of the areas concerned, and it was to these that the Dlvän almost invariably addressed
its decrees.
However, the respective roles of these authorities are not very clear.
It is difficult to say whether the part which the kädis played in the
persecutions was different from the parts of the beys, or whether the
role of beylerbeyis was different from that of sancak beyis.
Beylerbeyis, äs might be expected, received the Orders to set in
motion the investigation of kizilbas throughout their provinces. There
are commands of this kind to the beylerbeyi of Rum in June, 1577,uo)
and to the beylerbeyis of Rum, Karamän and Mar'a§ in October of the
same year.m) In these three cases the beylerbeyis were to conduct the
investigations with the 'co-operation of the kädls of the revelant areas
(toprak kädileri ma'rifetiyle). Orders for a general investigation also
went to the beylerbeyi of Baghdad in July, 1577112) and again to the
beylerbeyi of Rum in November, 1578, despite his complaint that the
'Imperial Campaign to the East' had rendered the task impossible.313)
Beylerbeyis could also deal with cases of wrongful accusations and
punishment,U4) and with cases involving the arrest of persons of high
rank, such äs the sancak beyis of Darna1^) and Dhamär.ue) However,
l
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the Dlvän sometimes involved beylerbeyis in cases involving individuals
of hiimble Status, such äs the beylerbeyi of §ehrizors investigations
of a ktztlbag group whom the kädi of Kerkük had reported to the
Divän,ul) or the beylerbeyi of Basra's bringing a gönüttü to trial before the kädi.m)
The few commands addressed solely to sancak beyis suggest that
these normally had the responsibility for the arrest and punishment of
heretics, but that the enquiries into the guilt of suspects often required
the co-operation of the kädi, while the passing of judgement and sentencing rested with the kädi or the Divän. In 1568, the sancak beyi of
Kangiri forwarded the shari'a court's verdict of guilty against the
kzzilba§ Kü9\ik < 1 to the Divän whieh pronounced the sentence of
execution (e§edd-i siyäset). The sancak beyi had then to carry out the
sentence. He was also to inform the Divän of other heretics whose
'guilt was proven according to the sAanV.119) This much-encountered
formula was probably intended merely to give a gloss of legality to the
persecutions, but may imply that the Divän expected him to co-operate
with the kädi in the investigations. This was certainly the case in two
commands to the sancak beyi of Bozok. In 1577, on receiving Orders
from Istanbul, he made a search for ktzilbas in Bozok and sent a register to the Divän, which had a copy made. The Divän then commanded him to arrest suspects, examine them 'with the co-operation of
the kädi of the relevant area' and execute them if their crimes were
e
proven according to the $Äan V.120) Similarly, in 1578, he was to 'show
no mercy to those followers of the false Ismä^ known äs halifes but,
after proof, punish them äs necessary with the kädi's co-operation^.121)
Similar instructions went to the sancak beyi of Malatya.122) When the
sancak beyi of Bozok finally did capture one of the false Ismä^'s
halifes, called Hursidoglu, he awaited the sentence from the Divän before executing his captive.123)
However, in July 1578, when the viziers instructed the Türkmän
sancak beyi, Prince Muräd, to arrest the false Ismail and his 'followers
and halifes9, they dropped all pretence of procedural niceties. Muräd
117
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was simply to get the 'sipähis andii eris assigned to guard the security
of the region' to arrest the rebels cand have them executed by whatever
means äs a warning and admonition to other brigands'.124) Similar
commands went out to the sancak beyis of Bozok, 'Ayntäb and Kir§ehri. They were to use spies and informers (tetebbü* ve tecessüs etdürüb) to i5nd out who the kalifes of the false Ismail were and have them
executed by whatever means.125)
Kadis do not normally appear to have been in sole Charge of ineasures against the k^z^lbas. The kadl of Koyluhisar in 1572 examined
the group of suspects whose activities he had confirmed, but it was
the duty of Mehmed
§ to summon them to court. It was the duty
of the kädl to conduct the examination and, should the suspects disappear, 'to charge those whose duty it is to find and arrest them.'126) If
they were guilty, he was to send them 'tied and bound' to the capital.127) The Dwän in this case took the responsibility for punishment
from the local ehl-i cörf. It probably intended condemning them to the
galleys, given the needs of the fleet in this year. In the same year, the
kädi of Niksar had rather wider powers. It was apparently he who
received the command to investigate the suspect zäviye of Matay and
it appears that it was he, rather than the sancak beyi or a qavus, who
sent an agent to summon the suspects to court (§er*-i §enfe da'vet).
Since they escaped, he was to 'make those whose duty it was find them',
and then examine them himself. If they proved to be guilty, he was
to send them to the galleys.128) In this, äs in many other cases, the
Dlvän determined the sentence. In 1584, the kädis of Qorum and Göl
received Orders to summon a group of kizübas whose activities had
'come to the attention of' the Dlvän and, if guilty, to imprison them
and forward a copy of the judicial register to Istanbul.129) Since the
authorities never regarded imprisonment in itself äs a punishment for
heretics, their incarceratiqn would presumably have been pending the
Divän's decision on a suitable sentence.
On rare occasions, the kädis had the responsibility for the execution
of the sentence. In 1674, the kädi of Mosul was responsible for sending
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the heretic seyyids back to exile in Hisnikeyf, although the decision
to do so had come from the Dlvän.130) In 1579, the kädls of Artikabad
and Zile were to investigate a group of heretics and 'punish according
to the sharl'a' those whose guilt was proven.131) It could be simply
that the Dlvän took the role of the ehl-i €örf in executing the sentence
for granted, or eise that their absence on campaign lefb the kädls with
the responsibility. In the previous year the beylerbeyi of Rum had complained that the campaign had rendered investigation of heretics impossible.132)
A case in 1583 indicates what was probably the kädls9 normal role.
In this year, the kädl of Harsova reported to the Dlvän the case of a
certain ^ehsüvär who had 'cursed the Four Friends'. The Charge had
been proven, presumably in the shari'a court, and referred to the Dlvan which pronouced the death sentence. However, the dlzdär of Harsova bribed the two subaszs to let §Sehsüvär escape. On receiving the
kädfs report of what had happened, the Dlvän ordered him to make
the dlzdär find the escaped §ehsüvär. It was part of the kädls' normal
role in the pursuit of wanted men to make the accused's fellow townsmen or villagers conduct the search. However, the Dlvän also despatched a Biläl $avus, and it was under his supervision (mübä^eretiyle)
that the kädl was to conduct the search through the dlzdär. If the
dlzdär failed to find §ehsüvär he was to be executed in his place.133) It
appears from this that the kädl had some executive powers, but was
independent of the ehl-i *örf or the Dlvän only in the trial.
The viziers, in fact, addressed most commands jointly to the kädls
and sancak beyis or beylerbeyis, but these decrees never delineate special roles for the kädls or the ehl-i cörf Evidence from fermäns in general suggests that the ehl-i *örf were normally responsible for the
arrest of suspects, although kädls could also organise the search for
particular individuals. The kädls or the Dlvän pronounced the sentence, whose execution lay with the ehl-i *örf or the Dlvän. However,
it seems likely that, äs the persecution became more intense affcer
1576, the roles of the kädls and ehl-i förf would have become increasingly blurred. Furthermore, the absence of some of the ciyil authorities on campaign after the spring of 1578, the rivalry between kädls
and ehl-i co>/, and the growing anarchy in Anatolia would have confused the Situation further.
13
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Open trial for heretics was not the rule, particularly at the height
of the persecution when war with Persia threatened or was already in
progress. In certain cases, however, the kädi did hold a trial, taking
Statements from the accused. In 1568, Kü9ük *Ali had been summoned
to the Mdfs court (medis-i §er*) in Kangiri and there confessed his
heresy.134) In 1572, a group of suspects denied being kizilba§ when
interrogated 'in the presence of the kädi' in Koyluhisar. The evidence
of cupright Muslims' ('udül-i müslimin) overruled their denial.136) In
1572, the kädi of Niksar summoned to his court (§er*-i §erife da'vet
edüb) some heretics who did not, in fact, appear.136) In 1578, beylerbeyi
of Basra was to summon the heretical gönüllü and examine him cin
accordance with the shari'a... with the co-operation of the kädi of
the relevant area'.137) Whether trial before a kädi or beylerbeyi gave
the heretics a chance to defend their case is doubtful. The testimony
of orthodox Muslims over-rode the Statements of suspects, and it seems
that appearance in court came only after the authorities were already
satisfied that the suspects were guilty. This appears clearly in the case
of 1579, where the kädi of Kursunlu reported to the Dlvän that "ulemä
and pious men' had informed on four heretics. The Divän ordered the
sancak beyi of Kangiri and kädi of Kur§unlu to summon them to the
shari'a court, but only after becoming fully acquainted with their
circumstances and certain of their heresy (mezbürun ahvälin tetebbü*
edüb dahi vech-i me§rüc üzre nfz ü ilhädlan muhakkak olub väkif oldugunuzdan sonra).1*8) A probable motive in holding a trial before the
kädi was the hope that the accused would provide further Information
about kizilba§ activities. Certainly the report of the kädi of Artikabad
in 1579 about the trial of a group of kizilbag is most informative about
the activities of the sect in the area.139)
There are a few more examples where the fermäns specifically require the authorities to su.mmon the accused before the shari'a court140)
and many more demanding, in unspecific terms, 'a fair and just examination in accordance with the procedures of the sJiari'a9. However,
this formula and its many Variante does not necessarily imply an open
trial. For example, the commands to the beylerbeyis of Karaman, Rum
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and Mar'a? in 1577 order these authorities to artest heretics and 'examine their circumstances with the co-operation of the kädis of the
relevant districts inaccordance with the upright ahariW. If their guilt
was 'proven according to the
' ', they were to be executed On
some other Charge'.141) In otheör words, there was no trial and the accused were not informed of the real charges. There are many similar
examples. It seems that the evidence of the government's own informers or the words of 'unprejudiced Muslims of orthodox piety' were
sufficient to secure conviction.
There is, however, no Information about the procurement of witnesses, except where it is obvious that they came forward voluntarily.
The authorities were expected to establish the probity of witnesses
before accepting their evidence against heretics. Witnesses should be
'upright Muslims' ('udül-i müslimlri), kompetent' (ehl-i vulcüf), 'unprejudiced' (biqaraz), 'trusted' (muHemed 'aleyh), Of sound orthodoxy'
(sälih et-tedeyyün), "ulemä and pious men' (^ulemä ve sulehä) or 'notables of the region' (a*yän-.i viläyet). In one case, four men, imprisoned
through 'the slander of rancorous persons' (erbäb-i garaz iftiräsiyle)
regained their freedom after 'the people at large' ('umümen Tialk)
had testified to thek innocence.142) Some of the decrees end with such
formulae äs 'At the time of the examination, you should adhere to the
clear truth and beware of falsification, and distortion, false witness,
rancour and bigotry and misrepresentation of the facts143) or 'You
should beware of making this an excuse for misappropriation, interfering with innocent persons or protecting , heretics'.144) Despite this
apparent concern with correct procedure, the government's reliance
on spies, informers, secret evidence, and virtual conviction before trial
or conviction without trial can only have resulted in widespread oppression of the innocent.
The actüal wording of decrees often leaves doubt äs to the punishments which the Dlvän envisaged for ktzzlbas and other heretics. The
authorities frequently received instructions simply to 'punish' (hakktndan gelmek) victims, but it appears that the phrase hakkindan gelmek without further qualification normally meant to execute. The
question did puzzle the beylerbeyi of Eüm. In late 1577, he sent a letter
enquiring
those known äs kizilba§ are punished (Jiaklanndan gelinürse), is it necessary to exterminate them completely ?' The reply that
m
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he was to exile some, but to 'have those known äs hallfe "punished"'
(hallfe nämina olanlann haklanndan geldilresiz)1*5) leaves little doubt
that the term means cto execute'. Other Orders provide confirmation.
In 1568, the sanca-k beyi of Amasya was secretly to drown Süleymän
fakih and his followers or eise to 'punish' them (haklanndan gelesin)
on a trumped-up Charge.146) Here the punishment has to be the equivalent of drowning. In 1577, the beylerbeyi of Baghdad was to 'punish
seditious persons... whose removal is necessary'.147) The wording
again implies execution. In the order to the kädi of Harsova in 1583,148)
punishment' (hakktndan gelmek) is equated with siyäset,1*9) that is
executioo or occasionally severe corporal punishment, but in this case
almost certainly execution. The term siyäset also occurs in the command to the sancak beyi of Kangiri to 'execute Kü9ük cAli with the
most severe form of siyäset9 (egedd-i siyäset ile siyäset edüb).m) This cah
only mean death.
The frequent commands to 'act' or to 'punish in accordance with
the shari'a' (muktezä-yi serble *ämil olaszzf51) ser'le hakkindan gelesiz)
2
) seems also to mean the death penalty. A fetvä of Ebü's-su'üd dated
1548 had equated the kmlbas with the apostates and khawärij during
the caliphates of Abu Bakr and <Äfi.M8) The immediate purpose of the
fetvä was to justify the impending war with Persia, but its implications
were more far-reaching. The charge of apostasy would apply to the
ktztlba$ on Ottoman territory äs much äs it did to the k^z^lbas of Persia,
and the shari'a manuals state unequivocally that apostasy carries the
death penalty.154) Sometimes the Divän's instructions were more blunt.
The sancak beyi of Amasya received Orders to drown Süleymän fakih
in the Kml Irmak.155) The beylerbeyi of Baghdad in 1573 was simply
to 'destroy' (telef eyliyesin) the fifby men who recited süras for the
Shäh.***)
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The death penalty was not invariable, particularly in cases which
involved large groups of heretics. The authorities were anxious, above
all, to arrest and execute the leaders of ktzilbag groups, the haUfes. In
1578, the beylerbeyi of Rum received instructions to execute haUfes
and exile the rest.167) In 1577 the sancak beyi of Tarsus was to execute
Kör Tatar 'if he was in fact a haUfe äs had been reported'.158) Similarly in 1578, the sancak beyis of Kir§ehri, 'Ayntäb169) and Bozok160)
and the sancak beyi of the Turcomans were to execute the followers of
the false Ismail 'äs a warning to the other brigands'.1*1) For heretics
who were not haUfes, exile was, äs it always had been, a common punishment. In 1565, k^z^lba§ from Rum were exiled to Hungary, while
their haUfes who had travelled to Persia were executed.162) In the
1570s, the newly conquered Cyprus was the most frequent place of
exile. In 1574, heretics from the region of Ruhä suffered banishment to
the island163) and, three years later, the sancak beyi of Bozok received
a command to execute a group of kizdbag if their guilt was 'proven
according to the shan'a.' If it was not proven, but there were still
grounds for suspicion (zikr olunan töhmetiyle müttehem idügi zähir
olursa), they were to go to Cyprus.164) In 1578, the beylerbeyi of Rum
was to exile kizilbag who were not haUfes to Cyprus 'cutting öS all connection with their homes and families'.165)
A third punishment was the galleys, a penalty invoked whenever
there was a shortage of oarsmen in the fleet.166) It is not, therefore,
surprising to find heretics from Niksar condemned to the galleys in
1572,167) the year after Lepanto. In many cases, however, the Dlvän
issued no instructions for punishment, but merely ordered the authorities to imprison the accused if proven guilty and to await Orders for
further action. There is often no obvious reason why these cases differ
from those where the punishment is specified.
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The Dwän kept the responsibility for sentencing and sometimes
for punishing members of the Basken class. In 1572, the sipähi Ahmed
and his heretical associates were to be eent 'tied and bound' from
Koyluhisar to the capital.168) The sipähis of Mosul, found guilty of
heresy in 1575, 'were not punished since they were sipähis, but imprisoned, and their case reported'. The beylerbeyi of §ehrizol then received
the decree to send them escorted to the capital.169) In 1579, however,
the sipähi Ibrahim of Artikabad was to be executed in the district if
found guilty of heresy.170) In the cases of the heretical sancak beyis of
Darna171) and Yemen,172) the beylerbeyis of Baghdad and Yemen received Orders simply to imprison them and send a report, no doubt
pending further instructions.
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